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T MARK

·  FLEXIBLE: Viariable application at the  

slit lamp or in combination with a  

handheld pendulum instrument

·  PRECISE: Highly precise pre-operative  

marking of final torus position 

·  SIMPLE: Quick and reliable handling  

through easy adjustment of the angle  

and optimal reading of the scale

PRECISE AXIS MARKING  
FOR TORIC PREMIUM IOLS

Dr. med. Tobias H. Neuhann
Medical Director of the Ophthalmic
Clinic Am Marienplatz Munich

The renaissance of toric premium lenses due to improved nomograms 

as well as to improved lens designs, making the achievement of the 

desired target refraction considerably easier than it was just 20 years 

ago.

The third equally important improvement is the precise placement of

the toric implant on the corneal axis, since only cornea-astigmatism

can and should be corrected.

The classic marking method employs three different instruments – a 0° 

or horizontal axis marker, a protractor and a target axis marker – can 

lead to a greater chance of error in each of the three individual steps. 

To minimize these three possible sources of error, the steps were

combined in “all-in-one” markers, the first successful example being

the Pendulum Marker by Gerten which was developed in cooperation

with Geuder. The pendulum determines the horizontal axis while the

desired axis has been pre-set with the integrated pivoting protractor.

In daily routine this procedure has been quite successful, but for

exceptional patients with a specific anatomy, marking was and still is

difficult. However, further developments have made a virtue out of

necessity: Should marking with the pendulum not, or only hardly, be

possible, the marker with the graduation scale can simply be taken

from the holder and attached to the tonometer holder of the slit lamp.

The procedure for marking at the slit lamp is then similar to measuring

pressure, whereby the desired corneal axis has been pre-set. The pre-

cise and centered application of the marker on the cornea is simplified

by a central high-lumen opening, through which marking can be

controlled perfectly via the slit lamp.

In the context of a pilot study at the Ophthalmic Clinic Am Marien-

platz Munich in 2011, the axes of the corneal torus were measured

against the axes of the toric implants on 50 eyes of 50 patients on the

first day post-op. The results were  5° for 8 different toric premium

lenses. The precision of the ‚analog’ Tomark was thus equivalent to

measurement by a topographer. It was concluded that equally good

results could be achieved with the manual “analog” cornea marker as

with current digital methods. The only significant difference between

the analog TOMARK and digital methods is the approx. 100 times higher 

cost factor for the digital methods. Thus, preference for a digital

method cannot be based on superior marking precision but rather on

other criteria which should also be discussed.

ANALOG AND DIGITAL METHODS IN COMPARISON

THE ANALOG CORNEAL AXIS MARKING TOMARK
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